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Abstract
Admission to higher degree programmes, i.e, MCJ, MBA, MSW, LLB, MLISc etc. where any degree is the eligible
qualification - Eligibility criterion modified as any degree of a University or institute or institution recognized by UGC /
AICTE (subject to fulfilment of other conditions prescribed in the Regulations) without the condition that the candidates
should have studied concerned subject/subjects for under graduation - Approved -Orders issued .

Equivalency and Migration

Read:-1. Item No.10 of the minutes of meeting of the Academic Council held on 18.07.2018 .
2. Orders of the Vice Chancellor in the file No.121085/EQ&MG ASST-1/2017/Admn
dated 13.08.2018.

ORDER

       Vide paper read as (1) above, the meeting of the Academic Council  held on 18.07.2018
considered the matter of issuance of eligibility certificate to those students who have passed any
degree of a University or institute or institution recognized by UGC/AICTE to take admission to higher
degree programmes, i.e, MCJ, MBA, MSW, LLB, MLISc etc. where any degree (subject to fulfilment of
other conditions prescribed in the Regulations) is the eligible qualification without the condition that the
candidates should have studied concerned subject/subjects for under graduation. 

       After considering the matter, the Academic Council resolved to  issue eligibility certificate to those
students who have passed any degree of a University or Institute or Institution recognized by
UGC/AICTE to take admission to higher degree programmes, i.e, MCJ, MBA, MSW, LLB, MLISc etc.
where any degree (subject to fulfilment of other conditions prescribed in the Regulations) is the eligible
qualification without the condition that the candidates should have studied concerned subject/subjects
for under graduation/higher secondary.

     The meeting also resolved that recognition certificate only be insisted from the candidates
who are seeking admission to the higher degree programmes for which any degree is the
eligibility criteria and equivalency certificate need not be insisted in such cases.

     The House also recommended to the bodies concerned to remove the words "as equivalent
thereto" after "any degree recognised by the University " while framing admission criteria in the
regulations for such programmes.         

     Sanction has been accorded by the Vice Chancellor to implement the above resolution of the
Academic Council.

    Orders are issued accordingly.
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